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contrast to a young I 6-year-old. 1 amn sure we ail agree that, as
a broad principle over the wbole bill, we want to protect aur
youtb.

i is an interesting personal observation that one of the main
tbrusts of this bill is to take away protection of young women
over the age of 16. Young wornen used ta bave protection
under the Criminal Code up ta tbe age of 18 years, but in this
area of tbe law we find the governrnent backing out of the lives
of that group in contrast to aIl of tbe other areas of our lives,
particularly econornic, wbere the governrnent is becoming
more and more involved.

Interestingly enougb, some years ago wben gavernment
played a very srnall role in our lives and people generally were
uneducated, we had a higher moral standard that protected
tbe young people. Now we find people are better educated and
more sophisticated and the government is taking over more of
our lives, s0 rnuch more in economic matters, yet at the saine
time backing off on this matter of moral judgrnent and protec-
tion for young men and women between the ages of 16 and 18.
It is an interesting incansistency. If it is possible, 1 will raise
that point witb the witnesses. At present, religious controls and
bigher moral standards are declining. As parliamentarians, we
are backing away when perbaps we sbould be stepping in to set
a better and a bigber minimum standard.

I do not bave a lot of concern about people over the age of
18, wbich is the age of rnajority. 1 arn not sure that we as a
government should try ta pass rnany laws that affect free
consenting adults over the age of 18. But we should bave
extremely good laws on wbich we ail agree and wbicb should
be enforced rigorously. We sbould back up our police forces in
the protection of aur young people. Clearly the same tbing
applies for mentally bandicapped people.

In surnrary, on the first part, 1 arn sure we can ail agree
that we should protect our youtb, that we sbould be passing
laws ta support the family and that we sbould be supporting
laws that prornote a peaceful cornrunity. AIl of these aspects
will be interpreted by judges. They will ail be interpreted in
light of the new constitutional provisions when our Constitu-
tion returns from tbe United Kingdom. That in itself will cause
rnany years of uncertainty in this country as the new constitu-
tional provisions are balanced against the specific Crirninal
Code matters.

May 1 caîl it f ive o'clock, Mr. Speaker?

[Translation]
Mr. Deputy Speaker: I bave the bonour ta inforrn the House

that a message bas been received frorn the Senate informing
tbis House that tbe Senate bave passed Bill C-86, an act for
granting ta Her Majesty certain surns of money for tbe public
service for the f inancial year ending 3 1st Marcb, 1982.
[English]

It being five o'clock p.rn., the Hause wilI now proceed ta the
consideration of private members' business as listed on today's
Order Paper, narnely, notices of motions (papers), private buis,
public buis.
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PRIVATE MEMBERS' MOTIONS FOR
PAPERS

[English]
Notices of Motions Nos. 22, 35, 1, 48, 28, 43, and 5 allowed

to stand by unanimous consent.

Somne bon. Members: Agreed.

EMERGENCY PLANNING-P.C. 1981-1305, MAY 21, 1981,
REGISTRATION SI/81-76 .IUNE 10, 1981

Mr. Benno Friesen (Surrey-White Rock-North Delta)
moved:

That an humble address be presented to His Excellency praying that he will
cause to be laid before this Haute copies of ail correspondence, notes, minutes of
meetings, miemos, telegrams and communications relating to the order respecting
Emergency Planning. P.C. 1981-1305, May 21, 1981, Registration SI/81-76
June 10,.1981.

He said: Mr. Speaker, tbe summer quiet was disturbed for
me Iast JuIy wben 1 was inforrned of a news report in one of
the Edmonton newspapers wbich said that the governrnent bad
passed an order in counicil ernpowering tbe governrnent to
establish and administer civilian internrnent camps. Frankly, 1
found it bard to believe that the governrnent had passed that
kind of an order because 1 rernernbered speeches in the House
of Cornrons during the constitutional resolution debate. 1
recaîl bearing tbe Minister of Justice (Mr. Chrétien) in Febru-
ary standing in bis place here in tbe House recounting wbat an
injustice bad been donc to Japanese Canadians during World
War 11, and the ringing words "neyer again". That was bis
justification for bringing forward a charter of rigbts.

As I sat in the comrnittee and in this House 1 beard those
assurances repeated, that tbe experience of the Japanese
Canadian and of any otber rninority group in Canada sbould
neyer be repeated in the future history of our country.

1 also rernember being part of a minority group, the Men-
nonites, during World War Il. As rnernbers know. most Men-
nonites corne from German stock and tbey are alrnost ail
pacifists. Then carne national registration and we were not
allowed to register our nationality as Canadian. There were no
Canadians during World War Il as ail of us had to register
according to our national origin. Can you imagine, Mr. Speak-
er, tbe tension in tbat Christian comrnunity, the members of
wbicb were ail German, rnost of tbem pacifists, wbo bad to
register as Gerrnans knowing full well that tbis would place a
stigma on tbern resulting in cornrunity pressure aIl during the
war years.

As a matter of fact, just a few rnontbs ago a relative of my
wife told me of an experience she bad bad in a small Saskatcb-
ewan town, Drake, witb a population of about 350. Tbat
Mennonite community wanted to conduct a bible school
during tbe winter rnontbs, as was and stili is sa often tbe
custom, particularly in prairie cornrunities. Tbey brougbt in a
young man to teach tbat bible scbool, but tbe Anglos in that
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community would not let him get off the train to teach the
bible school because he was a "Nazi". That is the kind of
scorn the Mennonites faced during World War II. I remember
those years.

An hon. Member: It was a Liberal government that did that.

Mr. Friesen: It was a Liberal government that did that.

I remember attending an NDP convention in Vancouver last
summer and hearing Dave Barrett speak. I hate even to inject
the New Democratic Party into this speech, but he made a
very relevant point. Just a few years prior to the national
registration when I had to register as a German rather than as
a Canadian, the Liberals, during a Liberal provincial cam-
paign in the province of British Columbia, ran ads saying
"Vote for the socialists and you will bring in the yellow peril".
Mr. Woodsworth and Mr. Coldwell championed the rights of
the orientals in Canada, hence the ad "Vote for the socialists
and you will bring in the yellow peril." I keep wondering, do
we dare scratch the Liberal government too hard for fear of
what we might find underneath?

I remember in October, 1970, when, under the powers of the
War Measures Act, the Liberal government rounded up hun-
dreds of innocent people in the province of Quebec without
charges being laid. I recall reading just a few weeks ago a
statement by the Speaker of the other place, Senator Jean
Marchand. He was given a list of the names of people in the
province of Quebec who were suspect at that time, and he said
how foolish it was to include most of the names on that list of
about 180 that was submitted to him.

I can understand the need to prepare for war, and I make
that concession right away. I understand the government's
need to do that, but there are several things that bother me
and I would like to enumerate them. What bothers me is the
glib contradiction between what the government says and what
it does. While the minister was standing in his place in the
House of Commons saying "never again", at that very moment
the cabinet was discussing provisions by way of order in
council to establish internment camps. That kind of glib
contradiction bothers me.

It bothers me that this order is written in the context of the
War Measures Act, and I am bothered by the very loose
statement in there that the measures can be used at a time of
"real or apprehended insurrection". I particularly wonder
about that phrase "apprehended insurrection". At a time when
the government wants to strengthen its position, any kind of
paranoia could be apprehended insurrection.

I wonder about the fact that the President of the Privy
Council (Mr. Pinard) says the order needs legislation to
validate it.

An hon. Member: That's right.

Mr. Friesen: The hon. member from Toronto says that is
right. The order in council was passed while the House was
sitting. Why did the government not first introduce legislation
and then develop the regulations out of that legislation, if that

is what it needs? Why the hurry, the rush to bring in by order
in council the kind of sweeping powers included in this
provision?

It bothers me when I read about the kind of changes which
were brought in in a 1965 order in council. I think hon.
members should know that the order in council we are discuss-
ing now is a revision of the 1965 order in council. Let me
enumerate the differences between this order in council and
the one of 1965. All of those powers and provisions in the 1965
order in council were in the context of war or as a result of an
attack by an enemy. The 1981 order in council provides for a
division between wartime and peacetime powers. I will clarify
this even more when I deal with the peacetime powers.

The 1965 order in council outlined no specific duties for the
Prime Minister. The present order in council outlines that the
Prime Minister (Mr. Trudeau) has duties only in war and
peace as they relate to censorship and control of information.
All the administration of the 1965 order in council was
through the use of the RCMP and other police forces, whether
they be city or provincial. The 1981 order in council makes no
mention at all of the RCMP or any other police forces.

* (1710)

The question that arises in my mind is, does the government
have a new police force in mind? Does the government have in
mind the use of the military? What is going on in the mind of
the government in order to carry out the administration of
these orders?

Further, the 1965 order makes no mention of prisoners
within the penitentiary system at all. The 1981 order, the
present one, empowers the Solicitor General (Mr. Kaplan) to
"Facilitate the selective reduction and transfer of prison popu-
lations to provide for the establishment of civilian internment
camps". What are the mechanisms the Solicitor General will
use? Which prisoners will he free first from the penitentiaries
across Canada in order to make room for the political prison-
ers? Beyond that, what is the triggering mechanism that will
bring all of these measures into force, especially in peacetime?

The 1965 order authorizes the Minister of Justice to advise
other departments and agencies on legal problems. That is the
principal role of the Minister of Justice in the 1965 order. The
1981 order has no such authority at all. It appears to suggest
that it will not be bothered with those legal niceties regarding
the legal advice and legal limits.

The 1965 order empowered the Minister of Labour-
because there was no minister of manpower at the time-with
the authority for conscription, all in the context of wartime
emergency. The 1981 order gives the Minister of Manpower
and Immigration (Mr. Axworthy) no wartime duties at all but
has sweeping powers which are all peacetime powers.

I would like to talk about those powers for a moment. With
regard to peacetime powers, I would point out that the sole
responsibility of the Prime Minister is, first, to "Manage and
co-ordinate the national information services"; second, to
"Provide general guidance and direction to the public, includ-
ing the co-ordination and transmission of any technical advice
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and recommendations developed by any National Emergency
Agency or department".

What kind of calamity in peacetime could befall our country
that would require the Prime Minister to manage and co-ordi-
nate the national information services? This is in a country
which does not believe in censorship.

I would now refer hon. members to the Minister of Man-
power and Immigration's authority under these provisions. I
note that these are peacetime provisions. The minister of
Manpower is empowered to control and regulate the registra-
tion, mobilization, allocation and movement of civilian man-
power, excluding medical manpower, taking into consideration
the requirements of other national emergency agencies and
ministers reconciling competing claims and establishing such
priorities as may be required. More sweeping, Mr. Speaker,
are the powers under items six and seven. Item six states:

Establish a population register for the effective management of manpower in
consultation with other ministers and National Emergency Agencies.

This one is a real mind-bender:
7. Arrange any required international manpower transactions.

Are we looking ahead to where the Minister of Manpower
and Immigration is empowered to conscript manpower in
Canada to serve in another country in a civilian capacity?
Now, this is something which disturbs me about the whole
edict, that the President of the Privy Council says in one of his
speeches that if Parliament is not sitting at the time when the
government declares that there is a national emergency, the
government may have to act-he uses the term "extra-legal-
ly". He says that the government may have to act extra-legal-
ly. That is ominous to me and smells to me of October, 1970.

What bothers me is that we have a Prime Minister' who
enjoys blustering about strength and every once in a while he
needs periodic confirmation of that strength through dramatic
action. All we need do is remember October, 1970. All we
need do is look at the way he bas used the RCMP. All we have
to do is look at the way he dealt with wage and price controis.
The Prime Minister likes to talk about strength and every once
in a while be has to reinforce what he says by some kind of
dramatic action. What bothers me is that the Prime Minister
has a cabinet which is filled with weak colleagues who lack the
courage to stand against him, whose guide is not what is right
but simply what the Prime Minister wants. They will do
anything that the Prime Minister asks of them.

These are the realities which bother me. These are the
reasons I think we need background information, to call upon
the government to justify the passage of this order in council at
this time, hard on the heels of having passed a Charter of
Rights and Freedoms, at a time when there is no national
emergency and at a time when the government has been
talking about peace and safety.

Are they saying that sudden destruction will be coming upon
us? I call upon the government to release all documents,
letters, correspondence, telegrams and information on the
work done with all the provincial governments which would
validate in its eyes the need for this kind of precipitous and
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draconian order in council. I think the people of Canada are
entitled to know what has been going on in the background
that justified in the mind of the government this order in
council. I will be looking to the government to produce the
kind of papers and documentation that will quieten the fears of
Canadians and justify this kind of order in council.

Hon. Ray Hnatyshyn (Saskatoon West): Mr. Speaker, I
have a few brief remarks to make in support of the very
important motion which has been put forward by my colleague
from Surrey-White Rock-North Delta (Mr. Friesen).

To begin, I want to pay tribute to him for his persistence
with respect to this particular issue. It is an issue which I think
is most important in terms of the respect we have for the rule
of law in this country. I will elaborate on that particular
contention during my speech.

This order that is the basis of the regulations and the
documentation my colleague has asked to be produced to the
House now was passed under royal prerogative. It was an
order which was carried out within the discretion and power of
government to take action, and to direct and compel public
servants and other people in the employ of the Crown to carry
out certain duties. It is not an order which is passed pursuant
to any legislation considered and passed by the House of
Commons.

We have a unilateral, arbitrary action which was taken by
the government with respect to this emergency planning order.
As I understand the order, it was passed to authorize various
ministers to plan for emergency situations both of a peacetime
and wartime nature. However, at the present time the only
legal way these plans can be implemented is through the
proclamation of the War Measures Act. If we study the order,
the definition of "emergency" is as follows:

An abnormal situation that requires prompt attention beyond normal proce-
dures to prevent or limit injury to persons or damage to property or the
environment.

This defines a situation far wider than that contemplated by
the words "war, inflation or insurrection, real or apprehend-
ed". A lot of planning, therefore, is being undertaken by the
government which cannot lawfully be used in most of the
emergency situations contemplated by the order.

0 (1720)

I think it is interesting to note, however, the comments of
the President of the Privy Council (Mr. Pinard) in an address
on emergency legislation reported in the July to September,
1981 Emergency Planning Digest. I want to quote what he
said because it is an incredible proposition. He said:

When we must deal with a grave emergency, we cannot afford to base our
actions on the flawed product of hurried drafting and rushed consideration by
Parliament.

I agree with that, but he went on to say this:
And if the emergency arises when Parliament itself is dissolved, we would at

present have no option but to act extra-legally.

To the layman, "extra-legally" means outside the law, with-
out legal justification and without legal background or author-
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ity. I suggest that this proposition flies totally in the face of the
rule of law.

The logical extension of this argument is a contemplation by
the government that this planning scheme could then be used
as a method of dealing with an emergency even without
enabling legislation. That has very serious consequences.

In his remarks the minister said that it may be preferable to
place entirely new emergency legislation before Parliament.
Surely it is more than just preferable; it is absolutely essential.

This government is taking unprecedented action in passing,
under royal prerogative, such a planning order. It may be
called a planning order, but in all probability it will include the
expenditure of funds to erect buildings, design plans and enlist
personnel. At what point does this massive planning step
outside the prerogative authority of the government? We do
not know the answers to questions such as this because we do
not have access to government documents in the matter. We
do not know what the plans are and what funds are being
expended, and the government bas stonewalled every reason-
able attempt to obtain this information and simply carries on
in an aura of secrecy and an aura of planning with no enabling
legislative authority.

We must be made aware of these plans. No large scale
planning should be undertaken without the introduction and
consideration of new emergency legislation, which is some-
thing, incidentally, which has been promised by this govern-
ment since 1970.

Another concern I have is that apparently many government
members do not appreciate the real nature of the order. For
instance, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Solicitor General
(Mrs. Hervieux-Payette), in reply to a question posed by my
colleague, the hon. member for Surrey-White Rock-North
Delta on November 17, 1981, said that this order would go
into effect only after proclamation by the House. That is
simply wrong, in view of the statement of the President of the
Privy Council I have quoted. There are no provisions for
proclamation in the order. To implement it we either have to
use the War Measures Act, with its limited scope and applica-
tion, or new emergency legislation, or we act in the other way
pointed out by the President of the Privy Council,
extra-legally.

I think it is important that government members and the
Canadian public generally understand that even to suggest the
possibility of extra-legal implementation of the order is to
suggest the wholesale removal of rights and freedoms without
any form of parliamentary endorsement. That is a very serious
suggestion indeed.

Finally, I am concerned about specific aspects of the order
which give ministers authority to plan for wide-scale suppres-
sion of basic and fundamental human rights in peacetime at a
time when this Parliament is asking the British Parliament to
pass legislation prov iding for the entrenchment of a charter of
rights. Let me give some examples. Under this particular
order, in the field of agriculture there is provision for planning
and the implementation of control and regulation of farm

production. In communications, there is provision for control,
regulation and maintenance of all essential telecommunica-
tions. In employment and immigration there are provisions for
control and regulation of the registration, mobilization, alloca-
tion and movement of manpower. In energy, mines and
resources there is provision for the control, regulation and
production of fuels. My colleague, the hon. member for Sur-
rey-White Rock-North Delta, has pointed out that specific
wartime provisions include directions to plan for censorship
and civilian internment camps which, I take it, will be similar
in nature to those set up during the Second World War for
Japanese Canadians.

In light of past experience these plans must be looked at
closely. This is so particularly in light of the fact that the
government is suggesting the possibility of extra-legal imple-
mentation. It must be appreciated that these types of actions,
though necessary in some very limited instances such as war,
do restrict the freedom of the individual. To make plans for
carrying out these actions with no enabling legislation and no
parliamentary sanction leaves open the possibility of either the
expenditure of a great deal of time and money without the
ability to use the plans or, on the other hand-and more
worrisome, as far as I am concerned-what the President of
the Privy Council calls extra-legal implementation.

The first is highly undesirable, and the second prospect is
outrageous. What the President of the Privy Council has said
is that it would be the intention of the government, an emer-
gency, in the opinion of the government of the day having
come about, whether it happens to be some environmental
emergency during peacetime or some form of insurrection in
one part of the country or another, to take steps to carry out
the product of the planning that is taking place. Then, accord-
ing to the rationale of the President of the Privy Council, the
government would expect to come back to a subsequent Parlia-
ment to have its unlawful acts retroactively made lawful.
Under our parliamentary system, that is completely and abso-
lutely out of the question and should be rejected and resisted
by every thinking Canadian.

I appreciate the opportunity to give my opinion about the
motion brought forward, and I call upon the government to do
the right thing and produce the information requested by my
colleague.

Hon. Elmer M. MacKay (Central Nova): Mr. Speaker, like
my two colleagues who have spoken, I too am very concerned
about the implications of what we are doing here today. I will
not speak at any great length because I know that the parlia-
mentary secretary wants a chance to respond. Hopefully he
will assure the House and the country that he will be tabling
the information we on this side of the House are requesting so
that the fears of Canadians, which are justifiably aroused,
about the draconian implications of what the government bas
been doing will be assuaged, at least to some extent.

I think it is rather ironic that this kind of debate is taking
place in the House of Commons so close upon the heels of the
passage of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. One
of the reasons I voted against the Constitution was the appre-
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hension I had about some of the clauses in that charter, and I
have said publicly that the very first one leaves me slightly less
than inspired. I think I will put it on the record again. The
very first part of our Charter of Rights and Freedoms in our
proposed new Constitution has a weasel clause in it. Particu-
larly in view of the events unfolding here today I do not think
it has to be taken very seriously, at least until the government
does something to justify the faith it is asking Canadians to
have in it.

Before I read it I want to remind the House, for example,
that we have done a lot of talking about freedom of informa-
tion, and one of the most regressive clauses of any legislation
of any civilized country is Section 41(2) of the Federal Court
Act of Canada. I remind hon. members also that drastic
modifications have been proposed to our freedom of informa-
tion legislation. Yet right now in Quebec members of the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police are being denied an adequate
opportunity to defend themselves by virtue of this particular
section's invocation by the Solicitor General (Mr. Kaplan).

* (1730)

This was not the first time that this draconian action has
been taken since the freedom of information act has been
brought forward in committee. It would seem to me that if the
government were the least bit serious about doing something to
become more enlightened in this respect, it would not be doing
what it is doing with Section 41(2), when it is apparently on
the way out, nor would it be taking the course of action it is
taking here today in refusing to bring forward the kind of
information that it has been requested to do if it were serious
about the ideals of our new Constitution. The first clause
reads:

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and
freedoms set out in it-

-and here is where it starts to weasel, Mr. Speaker-
-subject only to such reasonable limits-

-as are generally accepted in a free and democratic society
with a parliamentary system of government.

What kind of system are we talking about? Are we talking
about Tanzania? If we are, I do not have very much confi-
dence. I do not think we will ever assuage the fears of
Canadians about the implications of arbitrary pieces of legisla-
tion such as this, or regulations, until the government demon-
strates by its actions what it intends to do, instead of obfuscat-
ing. As the author, Eldridge Cleaver, once said, "If you are
going to talk the talk, you have got to walk the walk." I do not
understand why in times of peace, as the hon. member for
Saskatoon West (Mr. Hnatyshyn) said, "We have to put up
with the kind of apprehended fears caused by this sort of
draconian regulation".

Back in the 1950s, the hysteria was over the spread of
atomic technology. I can well remember a bit of doggerel by
the late Pete Seeger which went something like this, "The
atom don't care about all this hysteria. It flourishes in Los
Alamos and also Siberia". So, it may seem, will internment
camps. If we will take this kind of legislation or regulation to
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its logical conclusion, maybe we will have a "Gulag
Archipelago" in North Bay, or perhaps Thunder Bay. Perhaps
that will be a great advancement in our contemporary Canadi-
an Constitution.

In any event, I do not understand why the government
would cause such an atmosphere to develop as is present in the
House this afternoon, when it could have simply assured the
hon. member for Surrey-White Rock-North Delta (Mr. Fries-
en) before the debate started that it would table and make
available some informaton to reassure members, such as
myself and others from this side, and I am sure many members
on that side, that these kinds of regulations are not really as
bad as they sound.

Returning to something that hon. member from Surrey-
White Rock-North Delta said regarding, I think, Clause 7 in
the regulations in which the Prime Minister (Mr. Trudeau)
takes upon himself the right of censorship and will establish an
organization to co-ordinate and implement the application of
censorship controls, some people may say that the Prime
Minister, of course, would not do anything bad. The same
Prime Minister, shortly after imposing the draconian measures
in the War Measures Act that affected Quebec, promised to
repeal it. That was a long time ago. The War Measures Act is
still with us, and so is Section 41 (2) of the Federal Court Act.

The Prime Minister has talked in the past about participato-
ry democracy, when what we have here, of course, is his
anticipatory autocracy. So far there has been no justification
for what the government is proposing to do, and we do not
have any reassurance that its motives are charitable. And that
is really something that should have been dealt with by
Parliament. We should be assured that when Parliament is
sitting, nothing will be done unless it is brought forward and
fully debated. I hope we will get that kind of assurance from
the parliamentary secretary. As a little token of good faith, I
hope that he will accede to the most reasonable request made
by the hon. member for Surrey-White Rock-North Delta,
buttressed so ably by the hon. member for Saskatoon West,
and will assure all hon. members that this proposal, about
which we are so apprehensive, will not be as autocratic and
dictatorial as it seems.

Hon. members who are fortunate enough to have some
training in law are familiar with the term res ipsa loquitur,
things speak for themselves. The way these regulations now
read, without the background and without the necessary expla-
nation to convince hon. members they do not really seem as
bad as they read nor as bad as we anticipate, and in the
absence of explanations, these regulations will continue to
speak for themselves. I think they will raise a great deal of well
justified apprehensions in the minds and hearts of the people
of Canada. I hope that the parliamentary secretary will do
something in a small way to alleviate the fears raised this
afternoon.

Mr. David Smith (Parliamentary Secretary to President of
the Privy Council): Mr. Speaker, it is a pleasure for me to
convey to hon. members of the House some of the background
behind the Emergency Planning Order P.C. 1981-1305. I
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particularly welcome the opportunity to correct a few false
impressions that may have been left since its passage and
publication in June, 1981.

In a very real sense the story of the Emergency Planning
Order begins with its predecessor, the Civil Emergency Meas-
ures Planning Order P.C. 1965-1041.

The shortest explanation for the issuance of the new order in
council is that the old order in council had become badly
outdated. The question recently before the government was
whether substantially to amend the old order, which itself had
already been amended more than once, or to issue a new one.
For the sake of clarity, we chose the second route.

The old order was outdated in two ways. First, it no longer
reflected the actual institutional structure of the federal gov-
ernment. In the 1965 order, the departments of Employment
and Immigration, Solicitor General and Supply and Services
were not mentioned, although the minister responsible for
defence production was given significant responsibility. Re-
sponsibility for certain co-ordinating functions for civil emer-
gency planning lodged with the Minister of Industry, Trade
and Commerce, although these responsibilities had been trans-
ferred as long ago as 1968.

The order was also outdated in a second way. It concentrat-
ed almost exclusively on civil emergency and civil defence
plans and operations for wartime conditions and was silent on
ministerial responsibilities for peacetime emergencies, such as
natural disasters and large scale industrial accidents. It has
been federal policy since 1974 that federal emergency planning
should be addressed both to peacetime and wartime contingen-
cies. The new Emergency Planning Order reflects this dual
concern by setting out some continuing responsibilities of
ministers in the areas of peacetime and wartime emergency
planning. The new order also describes some machinery that
potentially would be essential to mitigate and to recover from
either peacetime or wartime emergencies.

Thus, the first part, Section (3) of the Emergency Planning
Order, assigns to ministers three general responsibilities: First,
ministers shall be responsible for the identification of possible
types of emergencies within or directly related to their areas of
responsibility, and for preparing, evaluating, testing and, when
required, implementing appropriate related emergency plans
and arrangements. Second, when a minister is assigned lead
responsibility for an emergency, he co-ordinates relevant feder-
al emergency planning and stands ready to secure and control
assistance provided by other ministers. Third, each minister
shall at all times be prepared to provide resources from his
own portfolio to any other minister having lead responsibility
for an emergency.

These three general responsibilities form the heart of the
lead department concept in emergency planning that the gov-
ernment adopted in the mid 1970s. The emergency planning
responsibilities of ministers are logical extensions of their
normal powers, duties and functions. The Solicitor General is
responsible for internal security, both in time of normality and
in times of emergency.

The Emergency Planning Order also calls upon ministers, in
Section 4:
-to provide emergency planning assistance to the provincial governments, and,
through them, to municipal governments;
-to assist in the joint development of federal-provincial emergency plans in the
regions of Canada;
-to be prepared to provide for the safety and welfare of the employees of the
agencies in their portfolios;
-to develop and maintain plans for war emergencies;
-and to be prepared to provide assistance to those ministers having additional
responsibilities as set out in the Emergency Planning Order.

S(1740)

These provisions express the main differences between the
earlier war-related approach to emergency planning described
in the 1965 order in council, and the current approach which is
generally and equally applicable to peacetime and wartime
contingencies, as was described by the minister responsible for
emergency planning in his announcement of November of last
year. Thus, the addition of emergency planning responsibilities
for peacetime contingencies in PC 1981-1305 reflects what is
in fact the current policy of the federal government in this
field.

The President of the Privy Council (Mr. Pinard), as minister
responsible for emergency planning, has already indicated that
a certain amount of confusion has arisen about this new order.
Some of that confusion can be traced to this peacetime war-
time distinction and to the planning for emergency measures
that, however regrettably, may be needed in either setting. I
draw attention to Part I of the schedule which is entitled,
"Establishment and Responsibilities of National Emergency
Agencies". The eleven national emergency agencies to be
planned by ministers are quite similar in detail to certain of
the civil emergency powers, duties and functions assigned
ministers by the 1965 order in council. I have already stated
that the new order better reflects the present institutional
structure of the federal government. This accounts for most of
whatever differences may be found between the two texts. But
Section 5 of the new order calls upon ministers to plan for the
effective operation of the agency in any region of Canada in
time of national emergency; that is, this machinery should
ultimately be capable of operation in the circumstances of very
grave peacetime emergencies as well as during wartime. Obvi-
ously the peacetime operation of national emergency agencies
would only be required by and justified in the face of a most
severe challenge to the peace, order and good government of
Canada.

Here I would stress that the order is concerned only with the
planning of these exceptional measures. The implementation of
these measures quite clearly requires statutory authority,
either as found in existing statutes or through new and special
legislation which would have to be introduced, debated and
passed when needed. It is very important to point this out since
it seems to have been lost on some of my colleagues opposite.

Mr. Deans: Which ones?

Mr. Smith: Those who have spoken.
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Mr. Deans: All of them?

Mr. Smith: No, not hon. members of the New Democratic
Party, just those of the official opposition.

In the case of wartime emergencies, the War Measures Act
confers, in our view, sufficient authority to activate, for exam-
ple, the national emergency agencies needed to meet such a
grave national crisis as war.

The third major part of the emergency planning order
comprises ministerial planning responsibilities uniquely rele-
vant to the exigencies of war. These responsibilities, set out in
Part Il of the schedule, are again quite similar in detail to
certain of those set out in the 1965 order in council. Here, too,
it appears to be clear that the War Measures Act confers
sufficient authority to permit implementation of these plans
and arrangements should this be required.

The activation of one or more of the national emergency
agencies, say in the aftermath of a catastrophic disaster in
Canada during peacetime, would however require authority
not now conferred by any act of Parliament. Legislation to fill
this void could take the form of special legislation especially
tailored for a particular situation or a continuing statute
addressed to emergencies more generally. Which of these
paths should be followed to meet particular needs is a question
now under study within the government. I should like to refer
to a presentation made by the President of the Privy Council to
a federal provincial conference on emergency planning for
some further thoughts on the matter.

I invite hon. members to consider only one of the issues now
being investigated, that is, the situation obtaining when Parlia-
ment has been dissolved. I would emphasize that I speak here
not of adjournment nor of prorogation when Parliament could
be recalled to deal with an extraordinary situation. In his
address, the minister indicated that if an emergency were to
arise when Parliament is dissolved, that is when there was no
Parliament in existence to consult, the government, if it judged
that action was vital and authority was not available in
existing statutes, would at present have no option but to act
outside the four corners of statute law. There is probably
sufficient authority remaining in the prerogative of the Crown
to justify such an initiative, provided the action taken was
reasonable having regard to the circumstances and was
referred to Parliament for review at the absolutely earliest
opportunity. But the minister's point was that a continuing
statute on emergencies could cater for this problem directly,
thus providing the means to deal with all possible situations
under all conceivable circumstances. If I rightly understand
some of the concerns of hon. members, they will take comfort
in the fact that this and related issues are now being carefully
reviewed.

Also I should like to state that it is our profound hope that
we shall never need to make use of the plans, arrangements
and machinery called for by the emergency planning order. It
is, however, our firm belief that emergency plans addressed to
contingencies that can happen here should in fact be carefully
drawn up, kept current and regularly tested. I believe that

Emergency Planning

Canadians want, expect and deserve no less preparedness than
this.

I should like to turn to the matter of civilian internment
camps which are identified in Part Il of the schedule of the
order, the part covering war contingency planning as a respon-
sibility of the Solicitor General. i point out two facts to hon.
members. First, this responsibility was carried over from the
1965 order in council where it was assigned to the Minister of
Justice, acting through the RCMP. The present order lodges
this responsibility with the minister responsible for the internal
security of Canada under the lead department concept, that is,
with the Solicitor General, who alone is accountable to the
House. Accordingly, it leaves open the question of which
element or elements in the minister's portfolio will actually
undertake the detailed planning associated with this responsi-
bility. This determination is properly made by the minister,
and I would only mention that both the new security intelli-
gence agency and the correctional service could be expected,
along with the RCMP, to have some input into this planning.

Second, I draw the attention of hon. members to the view of
the McDonald royal commission on the importance of the
internment program and the program by which internees are
identified. Pages 928 to 934 of the report are specifically
addressed to the need to enhance and strengthen this aspect of
federal emergency planning, not to downplay or disregard it.
The commissioners state at page 930:

e (1750)

The wholesale round-up of people does not sit weil with many Canadians who
have lived through the arrests of Japanese Canadians in World War Il and the
crisis of October 1970. Having said this, however, the fact remains that in an
emergency of the kinds contemplated by the War Measures Act some potentially
dangerous persons will have to be put under restraint.

The commissioners direct six recommendations about
internment to the government, all of which are being carefully
considered at this time. Although I am advised that no final
mechanisms have been established by which the incumbent
solicitor general will discharge his obligations under the Emer-
gency Planning Order, I would hope that the following brief
description of the anticipated procedures would help to allevi-
ate the concerns about possible internment requirements that
have been expressed by hon. members.

First, it is and will continue to be a function of the security
service, that is, the security intelligence agency, to obtain
intelligence concerning only those individuals who are the
legitimate concern of that service in accordance with an
approved mandate.

Second, as a safeguard against possible abuse, any intelli-
gence to be used in support of this identification program must
first be presented for examination to a review committee
composed of senior officials of the security service-again, the
security intelligence agency-members of the solicitor gener-
al's secretariat and legal counsel acting as a representative of
the Crown. That would be the Department of Justice.
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Third, the review committee would examine the information
presented to ensure that stringent guidelines protecting the
rights and civil liberties of individuals are respected.

Fourth, only if the Parliament of Canada declared a nation-
al emergency in relation to war or public order and subject to
the passage by this House of specific enabling legislation,
could internment action actually be taken. It is important to
point out that all these safeguards would be taken into con-
sideration before internment action was taken.

Fifth, as a final safeguard against potential injustice, such
legislation would guarantee a detainee the right to appeal his
detention to an independent advisory committee appointed by
the incumbent minister of justice, which would have the power
to review all information pertaining to the case, and, if justi-
fied, order the release of the detainees.

These proposed procedures clearly illustrate the concern
found throughout the federal government, that the security
and safety of the state must be preserved by measures that
respect the rights and freedoms of individual Canadians to the
fullest extent possible. I think anyone who is objective and
fair-minded in evaluating these criteria could come to no other
conclusion.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order, please. I regret to interrupt the
hon. member but the time allotted to him has expired. The
Parliamentary Secretary to the President of the Treasury
Board (Mr. Kelly).

Mr. Norman Kelly (Parliamentary Secretary to President
of the Treasury Board): Mr. Speaker, my attention was drawn
to this issue for the first time several months ago when I
received a number of letters that proclaimed the imminent
creation of a fascist dictatorship in Canada. I did not know
what those letters were referring to. Like all good members of
this House, however, when approached with a question to
which I do not know the answer, I made the proper inquiries. I
found that the situation is exactly as the preceding speaker
outlined it. I communicated that to my constituents. I found
that there has always been legislation of this sort; that this is
not something new or sudden, and it certainly is not something
that is unexpected. I also found out that the legislation is
outmoded.

All of us in the House are used to seeing things change
through the passage of time, so why should we be surprised
that this sort of legislation would have to address itself to
situations that change through time as well? Recognizing
changing circumstances and the need to respond to those
changes, the government decided to review, amend and
introduce new portions to this type of legislation which has
always been with us. I think every member of the House would
be critical of any government that did not do that to all
legislation. I do not think anyone in the House would look
suspiciously at the government for reviewing and updating this
particular legislation at this time.

When we look at the amended document, however, what do
we find? What are the horror stories that we have supposedly
been hiding from the general public? We find that we have

divided emergencies into two categories-war and peace. I do
not think anyone here would dispute that type of categoriza-
tion. It seems to be obvious. We have tried to target it in such
a way that it can be applied to municipalities and to provinces,
regionally and nationally.

In light of the debate I have heard in the House over the last
few months about the diversity of the country and the need to
develop structures, that reflect and cater to this diversity, I
wonder what is so offensive or, to the hon. gentlemen opposite,
what is so amusing, about creating a piece of legislation that
recognizes that diversity and attempts to respond to it?

Mr. Hargrave: You did it by order in council.

Mr. Kelly: We find the government has decided, organiza-
tionally, to divide its response-

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order, please. The hour allotted for
the consideration of private members' business having expired,
I do now leave the chair until eight o'clock later this day.

At six o'clock the House took recess.

AFTER RECESS

The House resumed at 8 p.m.

GOVERNMENT ORDERS

[English]
CRIMINAL CODE

AMENDMENTS WITH RESPECT TO SEXUAL OFFENCES AND THE
PROTECTION OF YOUNG PERSONS

The House resumed consideration of the motion of Mr.
Chrétien that Bill C-53, to amend the Criminal Code in
relation to sexual offences and the protection of young persons
and to amend certain other acts in relation thereto or in
consequence thereof, be read the second time and referred to
the Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs.

Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order. When the debate was inter-
rupted at five o'clock this afternoon, the hon. member for
Lethbridge-Foothills (Mr. Thacker) had the floor.

Some hon. Members: Hear, hear!

Mr. Thacker: Mr. Speaker, at 5 p.m. I had been speaking
for some ten minutes, and I had been setting out some of my
thoughts on the principle of these sections which are before the
House in Bill C-53. At that time, I was pointing out that there
has been a general lowering of standards in our country over
the last few years, and I think most hon. members would
agree. One need only look at the television programs which are
the daily fare of our young people, who are of prime interest to
me. One need only go into the bookstores and see the books
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